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Purpose
• Examine the usability of common oblique
image generation methods
– Discuss oblique images
– Relevance to UAV operation
– Examine image generation  techniques
• Photography
– Pre-existing photographs
– Planned photographs
• Google Earth
• Microsoft Flight Simulator
– Provide example of how static oblique
imagery can be used
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Oblique Viewpoint
• What is an oblique viewpoint?
– Viewpoint between the horizontal
and vertical axes of orientation
• More depth
• Larger scene content
• Oblique viewpoints and human
vision
– Humans are adapted to terrestrial
viewpoints
– Bias toward cardinal axes
orientation in the world
– Oblique effect
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Terrestrial Viewpoint
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Oblique Viewpoint
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Need for Training
• Continued difficulty with
aerial imagery analysis
• Need for exemplars
• Oblique viewpoints are
not easily constructed
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Sample Utilization of Oblique
Viewpoint Imagery for Training
• Visual approach training
– Discrimination task
– Manipulation of distracter
variables for same locations
– Large number of unique
trials
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Sample Image Comparison
Same
Same: Glide slope
Different: Terrain, form ratio,
visibility, and angle of
approach
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Perception For UAV Operation
• Perceptual characteristics of
piloting a UAV
– Highly visual
– Lack of vestibular cues
– More susceptible to visual illusions
– Lack of binocular cues
• Important visual tasks
– Manual flight
– Surveillance
– Target acquisition
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Our Approach to Image Evaluation
• Each method was evaluated based on
a three point scale on 6 characteristics
• Two categories of characteristics
– Implementation - Considerations for
setup and execution
• Cost
• Availability
• Replicability
• Inputs
– Output - Quality of resulting image
• Specificity
• Resolution
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Implementation Characteristics
• Cost
– The monetary and time investment
required to produce one or many images
Google Earth, Microsoft Flight
Simulator
Pre-existing Photography
Aerial photography
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Implementation Characteristics
• Availability
– Access to the image generation
method and target
Google Earth, Microsoft Flight
Simulator, Aerial photography
Pre-existing photography
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Implementation Characteristics
• Replicability
– The ease of which multiple
images can be produced
Pre-existing photography, Aerial photography
Microsoft Flight Simulator, Google
Earth
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Implementation Characteristics
• Inputs
– Requirement for additional
equipment or information
Aerial photography
Microsoft Flight Simulator, Google Earth
Pre-existing photographs
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Outcome Characteristics
• Specificity
– The level of control of image content
Google Earth, Aerial photographs, Pre-existing photography
Microsoft Flight Simulator
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Outcome Characteristics
• Resolution
– Level of detail represented by the
image
Pre-existing photography
Microsoft Flight Simulator, Google Earth
Aerial photographs
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Put To Use
• Provides a sampling of the
types of options available
for oblique image
generation
• Guide for oblique image
generation appropriate for
specific training needs
• Perceptual training
example
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Using Static Oblique Images
• Pre-existing photography
– Target recognition training of general objects or locations
• Photography
– A limited number of high resolution images, for specific targets
and location familiarization
• Google Earth
– Photo-realistic images from domestic low oblique angles
• Microsoft Flight Simulator
– Large number of specific low fidelity images, for specific
orientations; perceptual training
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Conclusion
• Oblique viewpoints are important in aerial visual tasks
– More depth
– Humans are less physiologically adapted
• Implementation and outcome characteristics influence
image generation method selection
• Static oblique imagery can be utilized for multiple UAV
training goals
– Object recognition
– Location familiarization
– Perceptual training
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Thank you!
